The paper deals with sets of distributions which are given by moment conditions for the distributions and convex constraints on derivatives of their c.d.fs. A general albeit simple method for the study of their extremal structure, extremal decomposition and topological or measure theoretical properties is developed. Its power is demonstrated by the application to bell-shaped distributions. Extreme points of their moment sets are characterized completely (thus lling a gap in the previous theory) and inequalities of Tchebyshe type are derived by means of general integral representation theorems.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of sets of distributions on the real line de ned by both, moment constraints and convex constraints on derivatives (in the distributional sense). Of particular interest are their topological and measure theoretical properties and the characterization of extremal elements. Integral representations (B) = R (B) dp( ), where p is a probability measure on the set of (known) extreme points, are of interest, as well, since combined with the characterization of extreme points they immediately give sharp inequalities of Tchebyshe type.
Important examples are moment sets of distributions which are bell-shaped to some order with xed turning points, for example unimodal with xed mode. In the context of nite mixture distributions ( 14] ), there is increasing interest in distributions with more than one interval of modality, as well. Further examples are distributions which are arbitrary on some interval (?1; x 1 ] with n th concave or convex derivatives on the rest for even or odd n, respectively, or of distributions where the total variation of the n th derivative is bounded by some prescribed constant ( 10] In the rst Part of this paper, the linear map from nite signed measures to their n th derivatives is examined since in the present context the analysis of derivatives is much simpler than that of the original distributions. The derivatives are characterized as nite signed measures ful lling natural moment conditions, the inverse map is computed and moment conditions on the distributions are transformed into additional moment conditions on the derivatives. Plainly, everything is based on integration by parts, but one has to proceed cautiously, since Fubini's Theorem is applied to the unbounded Lebesgue measure and signed measures.
In a large class of problems, the derivatives can be transformed into probability measures by a ip of the negative part followed by a suitable normalization. This amounts to the construction of a density s such that s is a probability measure for all derivatives in question. If such a construction works then moment sets of derivatives are a nely isomorphic to moment sets in the space of all distributions which are much easier to handle than the original ones. Such transformations are studied in the second Part.
The sketched paradigm is illustrated in Part 3 by way of the example of bellshaped distributions with xed turning points. The extremal ones are explicitely characterized in the cases of presence or absence of moment conditions. It is shown that the respective moment sets are even (weakly) homeomorphic and hence wellknown integral representation results for general moment sets can be carried over to the case of bell-shaped distributions. These in turn yield Tchebyshe type inequalities.
Results of this type seem to have appeared rst in the pioneering paper 10] by Mulholland and Rogers (1956) although some of the ideas can be found in earlier work, for example 4] from 1951. An integral representation theorem for moment sets of bell-shaped measures is proved in 10] by ad hoc methods and a characterization of extremal elements is formulated but not veri ed (cf. Remark 4.17; this seems to have been overlooked by various authors quoting this paper, cf. 5], 9], 6], 1]). The program is carried out for the much simpler set of distributions which have convex or concave derivatives on the right of some point x 1 and which are arbitrary elsewhere in 6]. This set can be transferred to the set of (nearly) all distributions on the real line, the extreme points of which are the point measures. Therefore the inverse of the corresponding transformation is even induced by a Markov kernel, which allows an elegant and simple treatment. kemperman announces an application of his method to bell-shaped distributions in 6] but this seems never to have appeared. The case of bell-shaped distributions is much more intricate as will be seen below, basically since there may be several exceptional points and not only one.
We plan to work out some more of the examples mentioned above in future work, in the rst place distributions with derivatives of uniformly bounded variation.
Derivatives and their Moments
In this section, derivatives of distributions are de ned and -if they exist -characterized by moment conditions. It is more convenient to work with functions than with measures in this context and we shall do so.
Derivatives of Distributions
Let f be a real function on the real line R. 
Hence the distributional derivative of a measure is again a measure in our setting.
For most parts of this section, right-continuity of derivatives is not essential except in Section 2.4. Therefore the formulae will be given in a form which is correct for functions of nite variation not necessarily right-continuous, as well. This requires some extra`+'-signs but allows notational symmetry in right-and left-hand limits.
Integration by Parts
A technical condition is formulated rst.
De nition 2.2 A real function f ful lls condition (R) if there is R > 0 such that f is monotone on the intervals (?1; ?R] and R; 1), respectively. Let f 2 R if it is right-continuous, has nite variation, ful lls (R) and f(x) ! 0 as jxj ! 1.
The following integration by parts formula is convenient in the present context. This implies the result.
Moments of Derivatives
Two simple observations will be useful. The terms`in-' or`decreasing' will be used in the sense`nonde-' and`nonincreasing', respectively. (x)) for all n 1 and k = 0; : : : ; n. For n = 1 and k = 0 the rst integral in (2) boiles down to R dF (1) (x). This integral is nite since F (1) has nite variation. Hence it may be written as lim x!1 F (1) (x+) ? F (3) is de ned for every x in the essential range of F (n) and
If g is locally integrable w.r.t. Lebesgue measure then g is de ned everywhere.
Proof. By the same justi cation as for Theorem 2.3 Fubini's theorem applies. jumps at b. Now either a 0 { and then we are done { or a < 0 and then the same arguments prove the result. Therefore the identity holds on essr(F (n) ). The rest is clear. Example 2.14 Of particular interest are the powers g(x) = x r , for natural numbers r 0. For them one computes g (x) = (?1) n r! (r + n)! x r+n (5) (which is de ned everywhere). The proof is straightforward. Denote g by g (n) r to indicate the order of di erentiability. Then g (1) r (x) = ?x r+1 =(r + 1) and (usual)
integration by parts gives the recursion g (n) r = ?g (n? 1) r+1 which proves the identity.
In particular, even if g is bounded then g in general is not bounded since 1 = (?1) n x n =n!.
The Inverse
Next higher derivatives of di erentiable functions are characterized. This amounts to the inverse of Theorem 2.9. Here is a summary of the previously proved results. Let D n denote the set of those functions F 2 V b which are n-times di erentiable such that F and, moreover,
Proof. This is a summary of Theorems 2.9, 2.15, 2.11 and formula (2).
Switching Measures
The characterization of extreme points of a convex set frequently can be reduced to the construction of an a ne bijection onto another convex set with known extreme points. The simple method to be introduced below allows to transform certain functions of nite variation to probability measures on some Borel sets S of R. This is convenient since the extremal probability measures on S just are the Dirac measures " x (A) = 1 A (x), x 2 S, where A runs through the Borel sets B(S) of S.
Notation gets simpler if one switches from functions f of nite variation to the associated signed measures and we shall do so.
Convex Sets and Extreme Points
The main instrument for the characterization of extreme points will be the purely geometric Theorem 3.1 proved in 19]. Some de nitions will be needed. A subset K of a linear space L is convex if it contains with any two points x and y the (compact) line-segment x; y] = fz 2 L : z = x+(1? )y; 0 1g (other types of intervals are also de ned like on the real line). Suppose now that K is convex. An element x 2 K is an extreme point of K if it is not in the interior (x; y) of a line-segment in K; the set of extreme points is denoted by exK. K is said to be linearly compact if its intersection with a straight line in L either is empty or a line-segment compact in the (order-) topology of the line. Finally, K is a (Choquet-) Proof. Let K be linearly compact. An a ne isomorphism on K induces an a ne isomorphism between the a ne spaces a K and a (K) generated by K and (K), respectively, which restricted to a line is a homeomorphism onto the image of the line (in the line-topologies). Hence the intersection of a line L in a (K) with (K) is compact if and only if the intersection of ?1 (L) with K is compact. The latter holds by assumption and the assertion is proved.
Let P( ) denote the set of probability measures on a measurable space ( ; F) and D( ) the set of Dirac measures; for K P( ) and a family G of F ? B{ 4 Bell-Shaped Distributions: Extreme Points Important special unimodal distributions are the bell-shaped ones. They will be introduced below and extreme points of their moment sets will be characterized. The concept in 10] is embedded into the present setting.
De nition and Basic Properties
Let us introduce a notion of bell-shaped distributions. This function f is the probability density of a c.d.f. F which is bell-shaped to the rst but not to the second order.
Normal c.d.f. F are bell-shaped to any order. This holds since F fng = h H n?1 where h does not vanish anywhere and H n is the n th Hermite polynomial (which has precisely n real roots). All normal distributions with mean x 1 are bell-shaped to the rst order with turning point x 1 , there is precisely one of the second order with turning points x 1 ; x 2 (having mean m = (x 1 + x 2 )=2 and standard deviation x 2 ?m) and at most one of order n 3 with prescribed turning points x 1 ; : : : ; x n .
Let us agree that a (possibly higher) derivative f of a bell-shaped function changes direction precisely r times if there are real numbers z 1 Proof. Let n = 1. Since f = F (1) vanishes at 1 and does not vanish identically bell-shapedness implies that f is strictly positive somewhere. Moreover, continuity at x 1 implies f(x 1 ) > 0 and f(x) > 0 for some point x < x 1 and some point x > x 1 . Hence f increases on (?1; x 1 ) and decreases on (x; 1) and is not constant on any of these intervals. This shows that f changes direction precisely once. Let now n 2. Suppose that f = F (n) changes direction precisely r times.
Plainly, r n and f changes sign at most r ? 1 times. Hence F (n?1) changes direction at most r ? 1 times. Similarly, F (1) changes direction at most r ? n + 1 times and at least once. Hence r n and r ?n+1 1 and thus r = n. This proves (a). Since derivatives of order k < n are continuous part (b) holds as well. Finally, F (1) is positive, nonconstant and ful lls F(1) = R f(x) dx which implies (c).
Remark 4.4 Since (?1) r F (n)
increases on x r ; x r+1 ) and is right-continuous, the function (?1) r F (n? 1) is convex on this interval. Since F is bell-shaped to the order one F is convex on some interval (?1; ) and concave on ( ; 1). Hence it is unimodal with mode (for example in the sense of 4]).
Bell-Shaped Distributions Extremal under Constraints
We are going to characterize the extreme points of sets H = H(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) of c.d.f. 
In summary, a discrete measure P n k=0 k " k is in J and even extremal there if and only if its coe cents are given by (11) . Application of the inversion formula completes the proof.
Remark 4.10 For any extreme point of J and any Borel function h the integral
is the n th divided di erence of h w.r.t. the nodes k (cf. 13]). This is intimately connected with the moment conditions (6) since they mean that the functional de ned
by (12) is`exact of degree n ? 1'.
Finally, Remark 3.7 is completed.
Example 4.11 The map 7 ! s is not one-to-one on f 2 M f : s 2 P ftg (S)g since mass in turning points is annihilated. For instance, in the case n = 1, let 0 < On the other hand, t(s ) = = t(s ).
Related Notions
The i (x ? i ) n ; i ; i 2 R; 0 i m; f(1; i ; : : : ; n i ) ; 0 i mg linearly independent; 0 m n; cf. their Theorem 6. They prove that every c.d.f. bell-shaped in the narrow sense is a mixture of c.d.f. having the just speci ed form. They further claim that all extreme points ofH are such functions and argue that this can be proved along the same lines as for ordinary moment sets of c.d.f. Inspection of their respective proof reveals that they crucially appeal to the fact, that if an extreme point is the barycenter of a probability measure on the extremal set then this measure is the Dirac measure in the extreme point. A common su cient condition for this is measure convexity of the set in question (cf. Remark 5.5). On the other hand,H de nitely is not measure convex as will be shown in Remark 5.5. Hence additional arguments { for instance those given above { are needed to identify the extreme points. (A) dp ( ); A 2 A; (13) where M is a subset of H, A is the -algebra on which the measures in H live and p is a probability measure on the evaluation -algebra (M) on M generated by By this paradigm best upper and lower bounds for functionals on sets of measures can be determined. In the present setting, H is de ned by moment and by di erentiability conditions. Integral representations as in (13) will be obtained by a transformation to a pure moment set i.e. the di erentiability conditions are transformed into moment conditions by the previously developed methods. For such moment sets integral representation results with M = exH exist and can be applied. Combined with the identi cation of extremal elements in the previous sections they provide the desired bounds for functionals.
Measure Theoretic Preparations
We shall show now that the map F 7 ! F To verify that T is a homeomorhism erroneously weak compactness of P(R) is assumed (and the set T(P(R)) corresponding to our set H is not compact). On the other hand, the proof can be recti ed by the arguments in Theorem 5.1. Unfortunately, the mentioned (minor) error has propagated through the literature, see for example 1], p. 62.
Plainly, the set H is not weakly closed in P(R) but it inherits all pleasant topological and measure theoretical properties from the pure moment set (H). Remark 5.5 (a) In general, H is no (Choquet) simplex (cf. page 9), or, which is equivalent, the representing probability measure P of is not unique ( 16] (c) The theorem shows that if there is any bell-shaped distribution ful lling the moment conditions then there is also an extremal one doing so.
The following partial result is of independent interest. conditions (18) in the cases (n; r) = (0; 2q); (1; 2q) and (n; 2). We thank H.v. Weizs acker for helpful and encouraging discussions and R. Lasser who provided the economic basis to write this paper.
